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Directors of Emergency Management,
Please ﬁnd a7ached a word document and a PowerPoint presenta<on outlining the review we
have conducted on the municipal structures for emergency management.
We believe, that in many cases, Alberta municipali<es are establishing an ICP at site, in a T5 and
T4 incident, however when that incident grows to be a T3 incident, municipali<es oHen establish
an EOC/ECC to assist in managing the incident. Inside that EOC/ECC, we believe that many
municipali<es are conduc<ng the Command and General Staﬀ func<ons that are more
appropriate to an ICP. We then end up with “Site”, with an IC, only conduc<ng Opera<ons
func<ons. We then have an EOC/ECC conduc<ng the remainder of the Command and General
Staﬀ func<ons more appropriate to an ICP.
This is a construct that we have perpetuated over the years, and it is a construct that is not a
proper applica<on of ICS in our opinion.
We intend to begin an educa<on campaign to change the construct of an “ICP only doing Ops”
and “EOC doing all the other ICS Command and General Staﬀ func<ons of an ICP”.
Please read into this. If you have any ques<ons or concerns, we will be manning an AEMA Field
Opera<ons booth at EM Summit where we will be happy to have any further discussion. Note
that “one size does not ﬁt all” and there will be varia<ons on this construct, or diﬀerent
constructs, depending on the size of a municipality and the depth of resources.
You will note that the word document was prepared for ICS Alberta, and prior to the recently
passed amendments to the EMA and the crea<on of the LEMR, so in fact the legisla<on has now
formally changed.
Thanks,
AEMA Regional Field Opera2ons
Alberta Emergency Management Agency
Ministry of Municipal Affairs
14515 – 122 Avenue NW
Edmonton AB T5L 2W4
C. 780-217-2823
E. Judy.Chan@gov.ab.ca

Alberta Emergency Alert: Stop. Listen. Respond.
Follow us on Twitter: @AB_EmergAlert
www.emergencyalert.alberta.ca
This email and any ﬁles transmi7ed with it are conﬁden<al and intended solely for the use of the individual or en<ty to
whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in error please no<fy the system manager. This message
contains conﬁden<al informa<on and is intended only for the individual named. If you are not the named addressee you
should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail.
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Getting Type 3 and above (T3+) incident management right - Understanding the
primary role and functions of an Incident Command Post (ICP) and an
Emergency Coordination Centre (ECC)1
For the vast majority of communities in Alberta (less perhaps the M9 and select others) the current
incident management ‘model’ is arguably a blend of ICS and Emergency Site Management (ESM). While
there is currently no legislated requirement to employ ICS at a municipal-level, this will likely change as a
result of proposed amendments to the Emergency Management Act, to be tabled later this year.
When an incident occurs, first responders arrive and an ICP is established. An ICP is where the Incident
Commander (IC) is located and the incident is managed. This is a drill for T4 and T5 incidents, regardless
of the incident management system in use. As is often said, these types of incidents can be managed
‘over the hood of a truck’ with the IC often performing several of the command and general staff (C&GS)
functions themselves. In smaller communities a T4 incident will likely engage a fair number of, if not all,
available local first responders.
For the same T4 or T5 incident many smaller communities will stand up their ECC to support the ICP,
usually with information management, municipal coordination, and perhaps some resource sourcing
beyond integral municipal resources (mutual aid). In part standing up the ECC/EOC for this type of
incident is considered an excellent refresher or training opportunity, but it could also be undertaken as a
precautionary move. All good so far.
Where we have a problem is when a T4 or T5 incident deteriorates or transitions to a T3+ incident
with increased or increasing complexity, extending over multiple operational periods. Doctrinally, a T3
ICP will require a fleshed out C&GS with associated branches and units. This is problematic for most
communities as there are insufficient first responders available to staff the required organization. Other
non-first responder municipal staff are needed and indeed are more appropriate for a number of the
positions. What we see happening is the municipal ECC starts to perform (vice coordinate) the T3 ICP
ICS C&GS functions while the ICP is focused on tactical Operations Section activities, usually at or close
to the incident site. This is a problem.
While ICS Canada and FEMA NIMS doctrine both allow for an ECC to support an ICP by assuming some
C&GS functions, there are cautions that this requires clear delineation of roles, responsibilities, and
authorities, prior to the incident. Our read of this is that this hybrid/shared ownership model should be
the exception and not the rule. However, in Alberta the approach with of ECC assuming all of the C&GS
functions seems to be the default setting; but absent the delineation of roles, responsibilities and
authorities. As a result we are seeing confusion, overlap, and/or performance gaps between the ICP
and ECC. We believe that perpetuating this hybrid approach unnecessarily exposes the local authority
to risk. This will become more acute when the use of ICS will be legally mandated
What we believe we should be doing is:
•
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train initial tactical ICs to better recognize and type incidents so they can set the conditions for
a transition to a T3+ incident;

For the sake of uniformity we will use the title ECC because it has been adopted by ICS Canada (though ICS Canada does acknowledge that the
title Emergency Operations Centre (EOC) is used synonymously). Interestingly FEMA and the National Incident Management System (NIMS)
appear to prefer the primary use of EOC, with ECC in the alternative…
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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improve first response leaders (likely ICs) understanding and awareness of the broader and
sometimes non-standard threats and impacts that result from more complex incidents;
focus on building fully resourced and staffed ICPs capable of performing all of the C&GS
functions;
stop the fixation that an ICP must be at-site or in-view of the incident (this is not common to all
hazards);
acknowledge the role municipal or other non-first responder personnel will play in staffing the
larger ICP;
select a location for the ICP that makes the most sense, given the complexity and likely wider
extent of the incident (in many smaller communities this will probably be the facility currently
identified as the ECC!);
train ICs to understand transfer of command and/or retaining command but transitioning to the
ICP location if it has been moved; and
focus on ensuring that the ECC is trained and staffed to perform its primary doctrinal functions
(i.e. support the ICP through coordination, information management, and external sourcing of
resources).

Incident Command Post
vs
Emergency Operations Centre /
Emergency Coordination Centre
What is the municipal Incident Command System structure?
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Background
Caveat - This is about the majority (330 out of 350?) of municipalities
who may need to rethink how they establish an appropriate ICP to
deal with a Type 3 (T3) Incident and above

• The All-Hazard Incident Management Team (AHIMT) /
Regional ECC Support Team (REST) initiative collective
training has highlighted the confusion that exists between
roles and responsibilities between “site” and the “ECC***” in
a T3 incident
– Especially prevalent in operations management, resource
tracking, resource ordering, situational awareness and command
functions

• Recent deployment experience indicates that these are often
the areas where municipalities struggle in a T3 incident
• Changes to EM legislation has caused us to take a very hard,
first principles look at municipal structures within an ICS
construct.

***Note: AEMA will use the ICS Canada preferred title “ECC” for this brief.
It is understood that many municipalities still use the title “EOC”
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Background
ICS BASICS
1.

All incidents have an Incident Commander (IC)

2.

All incidents must have an ICP, composition depends on
the size of the event

3.

At the ICP all functions of ICS must be performed

THE PROBLEM
1.

At a T3 incident and above, an appropriate ICP is not being
established

2.

At a T3 incident and above, the ICS ICP functions are being
rolled into the “ECC”

3.

This creates confusion over the roles and responsibilities of
each organization. We need to break out ICP and ECC roles

4.

An “IC” at site only doing ops, supported by an “ECC”
performing the functions of the ICS ICP is not ICS
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Current Municipal Structure ICP in a T5/T4 Incident

IC

Maybe some
staging

Ops Tasks

Ops Tasks

Ops Tasks

Maybe some
Plans/Log/Fin

• Hood of the truck
• Most everything other than Ops in the IC’s or Deputy’s head
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Current Municipal Structure Incident develops into T3 and an ECC is
activated
ECC
EOC Dir
PIO

Ln O

Safety O
Ops
Section

Plans
Section

Log
Section

Fin/Admin
Section

ESS
Branch
• Multiple resources and multiple operational periods
• Beyond the capability of IC to manage off hood of truck
• Most of the functions above are not ECC functions, they are
ICP
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So is this really an IC and an ECC?
(This is not an ICS solution)
• The functions being
performed in this “ECC”
are in fact the tactical
functions of an ICP and
should be integrated with
the Ops function below

ECC Dir
PIO

Ln O

Safety O
Ops
Section

Plans
Section

Log
Section

Fin/Admin
Section

ESS
Branch

• If site IC is not performing
all of the ICS functions of
an ICP at this point it is no
longer the IC and ICP, this
“IC” is in fact an Ops
element
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Or is it an ICP?
IC
PIO

Ln O

Safety O
Ops
Section

Ops Tasks

Ops
Gp/Div/Branch

ESS
Branch

Ops Tasks

Ops Tasks

Plans
Section

Log
Section

Fin/Admin
Section

• This is ICS
• An ECC might be established to support this ICP but only if
required.
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T3 Incident Characteristics – ICS 300
• “Resources: When capabilities exceed initial attack, the
appropriate ICS positions should be added to match the
complexity of the incident. Some or all of the Command and
General Staff positions may be activated, as well as Division
or Group Supervisor and/or Unit Leader level positions.”
• The functions described above are ICP functions. However
in most municipalities these ICP functions are being bundled
into the “ECC” stand up.
• Note - it says nothing about establishing an ECC.

IC Responsibilities – ICS 300
• Establish an ICP
• Coordinate the activities of the Command and General Staff
• Note – if you are not doing both of these, you are not
fulfilling the responsibilities of an IC
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ICP - National Incident Management
System (NIMS) (USA) and ICS 300
NIMS
• The ICP “typically houses the IC or Unified Command and
the Command and General Staff…”

ICS 300 and NIMS
• ICP “The field location where the primary functions are
performed. The ICP may be co-located with the incident base
or other incident facilities.”
• ICP is the location where Command and functions of C & GS
are carried out
• Current structure incorrectly splits this between IC/ICP and
ECC
• All incidents must have an ICP, but not necessarily an ECC
• Near is relative. Wildfire ICP often 10-20 km from fire

Pigeon Lake

20km circle noted on map (Wetaskiwin 60km away)
Who is Incident Commander and why(qualifications)?
Where would ICP be located?
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Potential Issues
• Municipal and First Responder IC discussions
– Who is IC and why?
– What is “near”?

• Municipal and Wildfire Unified Command (UC)
– UC IC “qualifications for Command” vice “authority for
Command”
– UC ICP responsibilities regarding evac planning/conduct

• Municipal “the way we’ve always done it”
– Requirement for “Typing”
– How to transition from T4 to T3

Recap
•
•
•
•

All incidents have an IC
All incidents must have an ICP
At the ICP all functions of ICS must be performed
At a T3 incident and above, an appropriate ICP is not being
established by many municipalities. ECCs are standing up
and conducting the majority of functions of the ICP
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The Way Ahead
At T3 and above we need to do the following:
1. First establish an ICP that can manage the incident before
we stand up an ECC
2. Determine who will be the IC given the expanded incident
3. Evaluate the requirement for an ECC once a proper ICP is
established

AEMA Action Plan
• Brief ICS Alberta – completed 30 Oct 2018 (positive)
• Brief ICS Canada – ongoing
• Educate municipalities:
–
–
–
–

Through AHIMT/Regional ECC Support Team training - ongoing
Conduct informal stakeholder engagement at AEMA Summit
Update courseware
ECC course becomes Municipal ICP and ECC course

• Update AEP and create an Alberta Incident Management
System document as an annex

